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Abstract— Embedded system software timing and power
consumption or, in general, execution costs are state and input
data dependent. Therefore, formal analysis of such dependen-
cies leads to execution cost intervals rather than single values.
These intervals depend on system concurrency, execution paths
and process states, as well as on target architecture properties.
This paper presents an approach to modeling and analysis of
process behavior using intervals. Unlike other static software
analysis approaches, it considers program properties and the
execution context, i.e. the current state and input of a process.
The example of an ATM switch component demonstrates sig-
nificant improvements in analysis precision.

Keywords— Software Timing Analysis, Real-Time Systems,
Embedded System Design, Design Automation

1 Introduction

Analysis and estimation of software execution costs, such as
timing and power consumption are essential for validation and
design space exploration of embedded systems. Imprecise
software execution cost estimation can lead to additional de-
sign cycles in a tight project schedule or to an inefficient, ex-
pensive hardware design. The necessity to consider execution
cost intervals for the design and verification of embedded digi-
tal systems becomes evident when looking at the limits of soft-
ware simulation. Profiling and simulation are the current prac-
tice in industrial design, but since exhaustive simulationis im-
practical, simulation results can only cover part of the system
behavior. In more complex applications, this leads to unknown
coverage of worst and best cases. Verification is a more com-
plicated but feasible alternative. It provides lower and upper
bounds reflecting data dependent control flow as well as data
dependent statement execution. In the past, these bounds were
very wide due to a lack of efficient control flow analysis and
architecture modeling techniques. In the last few years, there
has been significant progress in both areas such that formal
software execution cost analysis becomes practical.

Execution cost intervals depend to a certain extend on the
process control flow which depends on the input data partially
defined by the execution mode of a process. In other words, ex-

Figure 1: Context dependent flow of execution in a base station

ecution cost intervals of the processes and, hence, of the overall
system are context dependent. Figure 1 gives an example. It
shows a simplified set of processes implementing the wireless
IP standard on a pico cellular base station [17]. The solid lines
represent the paths on which different data packets are routed
through the process network. Important questions of the sys-
tem architect during system design and validation can be the
power consumption for sending a data packet or the time to set
up a connection in the base station. The answer should take
the system context into account, since for each packet type and
destination the processes react with a different control flow. Of
course, simulation is always possible and so is statisticalpower
and timing analysis, but the first approach is not reliable and
the second is just a rough approximation of the complex hard-
ware activities when executing the software of a base station.
This paper presents a source code level analysis technique that
provides reliable and narrow execution cost intervals for con-
text dependent process execution. It includes the possibility to
explore different target architectures in a very flexible way.

The new program path analysis technique is presented in
section 2. Context dependent program execution is explained
in section 3. In section 4, architecture modeling and intervals
from data dependent instruction execution are introduced.Ex-
periments are presented in section 5 before the paper concludes
in section 6.



2 Execution Cost Analysis

2.1 Process Model

The analysis technique assumes a system of communicating
processes, as shown in figure 1, which is a very common pro-
cess model. The processes are described in a sequential lan-
guage such as ”C”. For simplicity, it is assumed that processes
read data in the beginning and write data in the end. This lim-
itation can be removed by applying the technique to program
segments between communication statements rather than to the
whole program. The SPI model [29] is used as a framework
for process system representation. SPI considers process exe-
cution cost intervals. The determination of the execution cost
interval of a process is described. Input data can influence the
control flow as well as the instruction execution. When the
control flow is investigated on source code level, analysis can
be divided into path analysis and architecture modeling.

2.2 Path Analysis

For path analysis techniques on source code level [16], a pro-
gram is typically divided into basic blocks, where abasic
block bb is a program segment which is only entered at the
first statement and only left at the last statement [1].

Any well structured program can be partitioned into disjoint
basic blocks. Then, the program structure can be represented
as a directed program flow graph with basic blocks as nodes.
Figure 2 shows an example taken from [16]. For each basic
block an execution cost interval is determined. Then, a longest
or shortest path analysis on the program flow graph is used to
identify a global execution cost interval. This procedure does
not yet provide sufficient accuracy. For acceptable analysis
precision feasible paths through a program have to be identi-
fied. A feasible program pathor trace is a path in this flow
graph corresponding to a possible sequence of basic blocks
when the program is executed from the first to the last basic
block of a program. Not all paths in the program flow graph
represent feasible program paths. Afalse program path is a
path in the program flow graph which cannot be executed un-
der any input condition.

2.3 Previous Work on Path Analysis

False path identification is essential for programs with loops
since loops correspond to cycles in the flow graph which lead
to an infinite number of potential paths resulting in infinite
execution cost intervals. Previous work divides the software
analysis problem in local analysis of basic blocks and global
program analysis. The approaches by Mok [18], Puschner and
Koza [22] and Park and Shaw [21] require iteration bounds
for all loops in the program which the designer must provide
by loop annotation. While making formal analysis feasible,
loop bounding alone is not sufficient for accurate path analy-
sis. Nested loops are often interdependent and conditions de-
pend on each other. These dependencies can be rather complex

as shown in the example in figure 2. A language for feasible
path annotation with regular expressions is introduced in [21].
Still, the number of required path annotations, which must be
provided by the designer, can be extremely large in practice, as
demonstrated with even small examples in [16].

bb1 s = k;

bb2 while (k<10)

bb3 if (OK)

bb4 j++;
bb5 j = 0;

OK = true;

bb6 k++;

r = j;bb7
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/* k >= 0 */

s = k;

while ( k < 10 ) {

if ( OK )

j++;

else {

j = 0;

OK = true;

}

k++;

}

r = j;

Figure 2: Control flow graph for implicit path enumeration

A major step forward was the introduction of implicit
path enumeration [16]. Here, the designer provides linear
(in)equations to define false paths. For figure 2, a simple equa-
tion would be ”x5� x1” meaning that nodex5 is executed at
most as often as nodex1. To evaluate these (in)equations, Li
and Malik map the lower and upper bound identification to two
ILP optimization problems, the one optimizing for the lower,
the other one for the upper execution cost bound to determine
the global execution time interval. Bounds are still wide be-
cause worst cases for pipeline states and register allocation are
assumed for every basic block. Previous work by Ferdinand in
[6] bases on designer interaction for the determination of the
longest path while abstract interpretation is used for the static
prediction of cache and pipeline behavior. Abstract interpreta-
tion can also be used to reduce excessive designer interaction
for loop bounding [10]. In our approach based on [27], sym-
bolic execution extends abstract interpretation for automatic
path analysis with reduced designer interaction. The alterna-
tive of a statistical approach using branching probabilities is
proposed by Gong and Gajski [8].

2.4 Local Execution Cost Models

The execution time model in [16] is established as a standard
model for static approaches. It is a sum-of-basic-blocks model.
This model can be extended to general cost intervals such as
for power consumption as demonstrated in [23]. Let a pro-
gram consist ofN basic blocks withxi execution count of ba-
sic blockbbi andci execution cost, where bothxi andci are
intervals. Then, thesum-of-basic-blocks modeldefines for
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the total execution cost intervalC= ∑N
i ci �xi.

This model assumes that all executions of one basic block
fall in the same execution cost interval. However, data depen-
dent instruction execution and super scalar or super pipelined
architectures with overlapped basic block execution as well as
cache behavior lead to widely varying local path cost with
respect to latency time and power consumption. For these
architectures, the basic-block-cost-sum model cannot provide
close bounds, but must be pessimistic to be correct resulting in
wide bounds for complex programs. For higher accuracy, basic
block sequences in program segments can be considered. This
shall be called thesum-of-program-segmentsmodel. This
model shall be discussed in the sequel.

2.5 Basic Path Classification

Many false paths can be identified by program properties such
as variable dependencies alone. The analysis technique in [27]
has been extended for that purpose. Program properties can
be exploited to simplify path analysis for the determination
of the program segment cost through basic block sequences.
Large parts of typical embedded system programs have a sin-
gle program path only. An FIR filter is a simple example and a
Fast Fourier Transform is a more complex one. There is only
one path executed for any input pattern, even though this path
may wrap around many loops, conditional statements and even
function calls which are used for program structuring and com-
pacting. A program has aSingle Feasible Path, SFP, when
paths through the program are not depending on input data. A
program segment with the SFP property is anSFP-segment.

Previous analysis approaches give more than one execution
path for SFP programs because they do not distinguish be-
tween input data dependent control flow and program struc-
turing aids. In the best case, they may be accurate but re-
quire much designer interaction for SFP programs such as [16]
and still do not deliver the program segment costs. In case
of SFP, simulation of this program segment chooses the one
correct path and sequence for any input pattern without fur-
ther designer interaction. Most practical systems also contain
non-SFP parts. These have the multiple feasible path prop-
erty MFP. A program segment hasMultiple Feasible Paths,
MFP, when paths through the program are depending on input
data. A program segment with the MFP property is anMFP-
segment. Isolation of SFP and MFP parts can help to exploit
the SFP property and the resulting sequence in all programs.

2.6 Path Identification and Execution Cost

For the identification of SFP and MFP segments, the input pro-
gram is mapped to asyntax graph. An example of a syntax
graph is shown in figure 3. In this syntax graph, every con-
trol structure, such asi f and f or, is a hierarchical node. The
basic blocks are the leaf nodes annotated by the according ba-
sic block cost. Every control structure has edges with different
meanings. The conditionc ”control” edge that decides which
of the paths is executed and thes ”successor” edge that leads

Figure 3: Syntax graph with hierarchy and paths

to the next node are part of every control structure while thet
”then” and thee ”else” edge are specific for thei f =elsepro-
gram segment. The syntax graph was chosen because it can
cover the hierarchy of control structures which is hard to model
in the control flow graph used by previous approaches. Struc-
tured programs are assumed like in [16]. Control flow enters
and leaves ani f =elseprogram segment exactly twice for the
given hierarchy level, once for the control structure and once
for either the then or the else edge.

A depth first search algorithm on the syntax graph can be
used to determine input data dependencies of conditions using
symbolic simulation of basic blocks [27]. Abstract interpre-
tation like in [10] is typically used for the prediction of value
intervals but it can also be applied to determine symbolic data
dependencies. Every control structure which does not contain
an input data dependent condition must be SFP. Leaf nodes are
SFP by definition. If conditions contain input data or symbolic
execution is not successful due to the complexity of symbolic
expansions, the syntax graph nodes have the MFP property.

Definition 1 A Program Segment PrSin the syntax graph is
a sequence of syntax nodes with exactly one first and one last
basic block.This follows the definition of basic blocks in [1].

PrS=8<: bb bb2 BB
PrSjÆ PrSk PrSj : PrSk 2 f PrSg
PrS PrS is hierar. node with child nodesÆ shall denote the sequence of consecutive program segments.

Definition 2 A Program Segment Path PaSis a path
through a program segment PrS.

Definition 3 A Single Feasible Path Program Segment
SFP-PrS is a PrS on one level of the syntax graph hierarchy
with one PaS.
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Definition 4 A Multiple Feasible Paths Program Segment
MFP-PrS is a hierarchical PrS which is no SFP-PrS.

These definitions assign a property to each hierarchical
node, but PrS with MFP child nodes are classified as MFP be-
cause the multiple paths also enter and leave this hierarchical
node, even when their control structure is independent of input
data. The top levelf or-PrS in figure 3 potentially has 2iterations

paths because control flow splits in thei f -PrS. To treat such
situations, we introduce apseudo SFP-PrS.

Figure 4: Syntax graph with MFP isolation and transition cost

Definition 5 A pseudo SFP-PrSis an SFP-PrS with a single
PaS on one level of hierarchy while lower levels may be MFP-
PrS.On this level of hierarchy, it is treated like an SFP-PrS.

Figure 4 shows that the MFP-PrS at the lower level of the
syntax graph hierarchy is isolated and removed from the syn-
tax graph. Transition execution costs are added to this removed
lower level syntax graph (Tp;Pj andTe;Pj ). This step is applied
to each pseudo SFP-PrS at all levels of the syntax graph hier-
archy. The proof that this operation does not remove possible
paths or invalidate the conservative cost function is givenin
section 2.7. Then, the execution cost for the remaining graph
and the isolated graph are determined separately.

Definition 6 A Maximum Single Feasible Path Program
Segment MSPrSis a sequence of SFP-PrS or pseudo SFP-
PrS on the same level of hierarchy.It has only one PaS.

Formally: PrSi is MSPrS iff PrSi is (pseudo) SFP-PrS
and9= PrSj : PrSj � PrSi

and PrSj has SFP property.

As there is only one path left at the higher level, the cost of
MSPrS can be determined by simulation which requires an ex-
ecution of the MSPrS.

Definition 7 A Program Segment Execution PsEis an ex-
ecution of a PaS through a complete PrS.

Definition 8 ThePath Containmentof a PrS in a PaS is the
complete coverage of the PrS by the PaS.It is the necessary
condition for a PsE.

PsE : PrS� PaS is relation with (PrSi ,PaSj ) 2 P
iff PaSj includes execution of PrSi

Please, note that the definition contains no constraints on the
way in which this PrS is executed. One way to execute the PrS
is to use a cycle true program segment simulation, PSS, an-
other way is emulation. Instruction cost addition, ICA, which
traces the program path on a host and then uses a table for in-
struction execution cost is a third way which is typically used
for basic block analysis [16] but is easily extendable to pro-
gram segments. Details can be found in [27] and in section 4.
It can have a minimum and a maximum cost for a single PaS
through the PrS because of data dependent instruction execu-
tion. In the following, equations are only given for the interval
maximum denoting the worst case execution cost, the same
equations deliver the minimum execution cost for the best case
in the execution cost interval.

Definition 9 ThePrScost is the cost for the execution of a
PrS. It is represented by the interval bounds encoded as a tu-
ple(min,max). PrScost is determined according to its PrS clas-
sification. The PrScost for each isolated PrS is determined in
a recursive approach before results are inserted in an equation
for PrScost at the end of this section.

Definition 10 TheSFP-PrScost(PrSi) is the cost for the ex-
ecution of an SFP-PrSi. SFP-PrScost(PrSi) is delivered by a
PsE. In practice, all consecutive SFP-PrS are joined in MSPrS
to minimize the number of PrS.

Definition 11 TheMSPrScost(PrSi) is the cost for the exe-
cution of an MSPrS(PrSi). All MSPrScost(PrSi) are delivered
by a PsE.

Definition 12 ThePaScostis the execution cost of a PaS.The
path may cover MSPrS and MFP-PrS. The second term corre-
sponds to an MFP-PrS on a lower hierarchical level requiring
the descend in the recursive cost analysis approach.

PaScost.max(PaSj) =

PrSi

∑(PrSi ;PaSj )2PsE; PrSi is MSPrS

MSPrScost.max(PrSi) +
PrSi

∑(PrSi ;PaSj )2PsE; PrSj is MFP-PrS

MFP-PrScost.max(PrSi)

Definition 13 The Transition Cost is the cost of the tran-
sition between isolated PrS.While the higher level block can
have several transitions to lower level MFP-PrS, there is only
one transition into the higher level segment. There are two
Transition Cost tuples(min,max) for all paths P, the cost for
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the prologue p (higher to lower level transition) and the cost
for the epilogue e (return to higher level):

Tp;Pj = (tp;Pj :min; tp;Pj :max) ; Te;Pj = (te;Pj :min; te;Pj :max)
with Pj being the lower level PrS. These transition cost tuples
must be conservative such thattp;Pj .min andte;Pj .min are less
than the minimum andtp;Pj .max andte;Pj .max are larger than
the maximum execution costs of the transition.

Definition 14 TheMFP-PrScost is the execution cost of an
MFP-PrS.MFP-PrScost are determined using the global ILP
approach in [16]. At this point, the discrete variables xi for the
ILP problem representing the execution counts of the respec-
tive PaSi are introduced.

MFP-PrScost.max(PrSj) =

PrSi

∑(PrSi ;PaSj )2PsE; PrSj is MFP-PrS

xi � PaScost.max(PaSi)+ x j � (Tp;Pj :max+ Te;Pj :max)
Definition 12 and 14 define a recursive descent. The ILP equa-
tions are solved when all equations are available, i.e. at the top
level shown in section 3.3. Finally, the PrScost from Defini-
tion 9 can be completed following the PrS classifications given
above.

PrScost(PrSi) =8<: MSPrScost(PrSi) PrSi is MSPrS
MFP-PrScost PrSi is MFP-PrS
undefined else

2.7 Validation of the Equations

Definition 15 Thelevelof a PrSi is :

level(PrSi) =8<: 0 PrSi is SFP
n+1 PrSi is MFP and Maxflevel(PrSj)j PrSj is child of PrSig = n

Theorem8 PrSi : PrScost.max(PrSi) � the real PrSicost
PrScost.min(PrSi) � the real PrSicost

Proof

(1.) The cost interval Ic of an SFP-PrS is bound by the
minimum and maximum components of the cost tuple. This
follows from the definition.

Ic = [PrSjcost.min(PrSj),PrSjcost.max(PrSj)] if PrS j is SFP

(2.) MFP segments are treated differently. We use a proof
by induction which follows the recursive path of definitions.
Formula are only given for the max bound according to Def. 8.

(2.1) We start with all MFP nodes which do not contain
other MFP nodes, i.e. level(MFP-PrSi) = 1. Then,

PaScost.max(PaSj) =

PrSi

∑(PrSi ;PaSj )2PsE; PrSi is MSPrS(�)MSPrScost.max(PrSi)

from Definition 12, and consequently from Definition 14:

MFP-PrScost.max(PrSj) =

PrSi

∑(PrSi ;PaSj )2PsE; PrSj is MFP-PrS

xi �PrSi

∑(�) MSPrScost.max(PrSj)

+ x j � ( Tp;Pj .max + Te;Pj .max) =

PrSi

∑(PrSi ;PaSj )2PsE; PrSj is MFP-PrS

PrSi

∑(�) MSPrScost.max(PrSj) �xi

+ x j � ( Tp;Pj .max + Te;Pj .max)

This is the well known sum-of-basic-blocks equation grouped
by paths which is only extended to include SFP-PrS. Since ac-
cording to Definition 13, Tp;Pj .max and Te;Pj .max are selected
conservatively, MFP-PrScost.max is larger or equal than the
real execution cost of this MFP. The same way, we can also
show that MFP-PrScost.min is smaller than the real execution
cost of this MFP, so the real cost of MFP nodes which do not
include other MFP nodes are guaranteed to fall in the interval
given by Def. 14. This means the theorem holds for all MFP
nodes MFP-PrSi with level(MFP-PrSi) = 1, the leaf node level.

(2.2) Let the theorem hold for all PrSj with level(PrSj )�n.
Let PrSi be an MFP node with level(PrSi) = n+1. Then, Defi-
nition 12 and Definition 14 provide

MFP-PrScost.max(PrSj) = ∑PrSi(PrSi ;PaSj )2PsE; PrSj is MFP-PrS

xi � ( PrSi

∑(PrSi ;PaSj )2PsE; PrSi is MSPrS

MSPrScost.max(PrSj) (A)+ PrSi

∑(PrSi ;PaSj)2PsE; PrSj is MFP-PrS

MFP-PrScost.max(PrSj)) (B)+ x j � ( Tp;Pj .max + Te;Pj .max) (C)
From Definition 10 and (1.) we conclude that (A) is larger

or equal than the real costs of the respective segments. From
(2.1) we conclude that (B) is larger or equal than the real costs
of the respective MFP-PrS since they are all of level(PrSj )�n.
(C) is conservative as we have shown in (2.1). The same steps
can be applied to MFP-PrScost.min. The theorem holds for all
PrSi with level(PrSi) = n+1.

(2.3) Conclusion From (2.1) and (2.2) we conclude that
the theorem holds for all MFP-PrS, so with (1.) and (2.) we
conclude the theorem.2
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Limitations When symbolic execution for SFP-PrS identi-
fication usually terminating in few minutes is not successful
due to the size of expansions, syntax graph nodes are set to
MFP-PrS even when they may be SFP-PrS. Additional MFP
properties can be wrong, but it is a conservative approach since
additional infeasible paths are added.

Transition Costs Transition costs must cover all possible ef-
fects in the architecture in the best and in the worst case. Some
effects are local, such as pipelines, other effects are global,
such as caching and global register assignment. The worst case
for the transition cost of one path can be one complete pipeline
flush and register reload while the best case is given by no ef-
fect on the execution. Li and Malik [16] give examples for
cache analysis. The same analysis is applicable here, but on
SFP-PrS and pseudo SFP-PrS with local cache simulation [14]
rather than on single basic blocks [16] or line blocks [13].

Function Calls When function calls are part of the struc-
tured program, they can be treated like MFP-PrS on a lower
hierarchical level in the syntax graph. In this case, the transi-
tion cost must include the cost for the function call consisting
of its stack operations and register allocation modifications to
stay conservative. Function inlining invalidates the execution
cost because the function call is not regarded.

2.8 Exploitation

The fact that MFP-PrS isolation is conservative leads to a sim-
ple recursive bottom up approach for process execution cost
interval calculation in the syntax graph. It delivers the cost in-
terval on top level that can be used for process modeling [29].

1. A depth first search algorithm on the syntax graph de-
termines data dependencies of conditions using symbolic
simulation [27]. PrS can be classified to SFP or MFP.

2. The recursive descend computes the cost equations of the
PrS on the current level of hierarchy from its lower level
PrScost using Definition 14. Child nodes can be either
SFP-PrS or MFP-PrS with the according PrScost.

3. When the recursive descend finds MSPrS or SFP-PrS leaf
nodes, local PrS-cost is achieved by simulation. The re-
cursive descend has reached its maximum depth. Simula-
tion results and equations of intermediate MFP-PrS with
the execution countsxi from Definition 14 are propagated
to the top level without solving forxi on the current level.

4. The execution count intervalsxi in the cost equations are
solved according to [16] and section 3.3.

It is a very efficient approach that can be applied for auto-
matic path analysis in the front end of various estimation tool
suites. A case study is given in [25]. Further work may deal
with other local PrScost models using average cases, stochastic

or probabilistic distributions, but these lead to complex depen-
dencies of the single paths which is hard to model with the cur-
rent PrS classifications while the problem size grows rapidly.

2.9 Hierarchical Control Flow Graph

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the basic blocks
of the syntax graph and the nodes of a hierarchical control flow
graph HCFG which is used for efficient implementation and is
better suited to understand control flow in the following ex-
amples. Hierarchy is modeled as shaded areas around the PrS
with exactly one entry and one exit each. The same definitions
apply for HCFG and syntax graph.

Figure 5: Flow graph with a control structure hierarchy

The hierarchical control flow graph for a bubble sort algo-
rithm [27, 25] is presented in figure 5. The flow graph nodes
are partitioned into SFP and MFP nodes. In figure 6, the effect
of removing an MFP-PrS is shown. The program flow splits in
the MFP-PrS. SFP-PrScost and MFP-PrS cost includingTp=e;Pj

cost give the overall PrScost on process level. For the follow-
ing examples the HCFG is used to allow an easier modeling of
control flow while the one-to-one correspondence to the syntax
graph for the PrS partitioning approach has to be kept in mind.

Figure 6: SFP-PrS in the for loops with isolated MFP-PrS
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3 Context Dependent Control Flow

In the introduction, we have argued that the designer is of-
ten interested in a context dependent process behavior. Here,
context is defined to be a subset of input data and/or a sub-
set of possible process states, often called process modes.In
each context, only a subset of paths through a program segment
can be executed. This potentially means reduced cost bounds
which could be exploited for execution cost analysis. The SPI
model [29] supports process modes, such that the distinguish-
able contexts are known for cost analysis. In the following,a
simple example for context dependent control flow in an ATM
switch component is given.

Figure 7: Path selecting property of the OAM process mode

3.1 ATM Switch Component

An ATM switch identifies some of the cells in the data cell
stream as so called operation administration and maintenance
cells, OAM, which control the ATM connection [5]. These
cells do not carry user data so they are irrelevant for data trans-
mission. Figure 7 shows a typical code segment to handle
the OAM component of the switch. The control flow graph
is shown in figure 8. In this ”OAM mode”, the shadedelse
program segment in figure 7 cannot be reached. It should not
be included in further analysis of the OAM mode while in the
”USER mode” only theelsepath is executed.

For a given context, the ”if” node has a single path only.
In other words, the contexts ”VCI = 3” corresponding to the
OAM mode, and ”not (VCI = 3)” corresponding to the USER
mode turn an MFP-PrS into a PrS with a single path. We will
call such a PrS aContext Dependent Pathprogram segment

Figure 8: Hierarchical flow graph of the OAM component

CDP-PrS. For analysis of the given context, it is treated like an
SFP-PrS. Where this approach is not applicable, the reduced
path set of a given context can further be exploited via ad-
ditional structural and functional constraints. In both cases,
context dependent behavior can be analyzed using the same
techniques as described before.

Context dependent analysis leads to a classification of data.
Input independent data i,j and unknown data a[] are shown in
figure 6. An example for context dependent data is the value
of the VCI in figure 7 for the OAM execution mode. Control
flow gets predictable at analysis time leading to a single flow
of execution in the control nodes that depend on this data in
the control flow graph. In figure 7, the known VCI selects the
upper part of thei f statement. The same situation can be seen
in the graph in figure 8. It shows a context dependent PrS.

Figure 9: PrS in the HCFG of the ATM switch component

A CDP-PrS has a path set as in figure 9. The path set is
selected by the given mode while the one actual path through
the MFP segment may only be chosen by the input data at ex-
ecution time from the splitting path in the inner PrS. The same
gain in accuracy as in [27] applies because longer sequences
are achieved than with SFP identification alone.
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Figure 10: Different execution contexts

In figure 10, two different execution contexts of one process
can be seen. SFP-PrS and functional constraints for the re-
maining MFP-PrS stay the same, while a different set of CDP-
PrS can be extracted from the MFP-PrS for different mode sets.
Currently modes and contexts are read from annotation files.

3.2 CDP Integration

CDP segments are only found in segments formerly defined
as MFP. At the transitions between SFP and CDP segments,
MSPrS containing both SFP-PrS and CDP-PrS can be defined
in the graph in figure 9, leading to the collapsed graph of PrS in
figure 11. Program segments likePrS1;3 from CDP segments
andPrS3;5 from SFP segments on lower levels as well as pro-
gram segmentsPrS6 from single basic blocks are reduced to
single nodes in the resulting hierarchical control flow graph.

Figure 11: Abstract HCFG of the OAM component

Before the analysis for the determination of execution
countsxi in the MFP-PrScost can start, all local execution costs
of the program segments delivered by PsE are needed.

3.3 Global Execution Count Analysis

The determination of the execution count intervalsxi in the
propagated equations is described. The methodology proposed
in [16] is adopted. The execution costC is assumed to be the
sum of all program segment PrS execution costsci multiplied
with their execution countsxi when basic block and program
path costci is the same for every execution.

C = N

∑
i=0

ci �xi

In figure 11, this means that the overall execution timeT
as an example for the software execution cost of the MFP-
PrS isT = x1;3� t1;3 + x4;6� t4;6 + x6� t6 + x7� t7 with the
t being the execution times and thex the execution counts
of the nodes. For the MFP-PrS execution count interval

[xi;min;xi;max℄, the designer provides an implicit description of
the possible paths by means of linear equations for execution
counts. For example, this could bex4;5 > 2x6 meaning that
i=VPItable[VPI],... is executed more than twice as often
asIH perf monitoring()in figure 9. These designer an-
notations are referred to as functional constraints in [16]. The
(in)equations are given for basic blocks, but as a basic block is
part of a PrS, the PrS inherit the functional constraints of the
basic blocks.

The structural constraints [16] define another set of equa-
tions: The execution count inflowd of a program segment PrS
in figure 9 equals its top level execution countx and its execu-
tion count outflowd.

∑
PrS

din f low = xi;PrS= ∑
PrS

dout f low

In figure 11, the equations ared1 = x1;3; x1;3 = d2 +d4; ... ;
x7 = d3+d5; x7 = d6. These (in)equations for the upper and the
lower execution count bound are mapped to two ILP problems
which can be solved with [3] to derive the widest execution
count interval[xi;min;xi;max℄ for the MFP-PrS. These are thexi

needed for the MFP-PrScost in Definition 14. The ILP problem
for the PrS is solved on top level when the recursive descend
described in section 2.6 is finished.

4 Architecture Modeling

The local analysis of the PrS is using the sum-of-program-
segments model. The instruction execution cost is determined
by simulation using one of the following two techniques.

Instruction Cost Addition ICA The instruction execution
costs in a program segment are added. The traces are identi-
fied running the code on a host processor while the instruction
execution costs are taken from a table. This is a very compu-
tation time efficient approach. Instruction execution costcan,
however, be dependent on input data. A popular example is a
shift-and-add implementation of a multiplication in a processor
delivering an interval for the instruction execution cost.So in
the tables, minimum and maximum instruction execution cost
can be considered leading to an instruction cost interval.

Program Segment Simulation PSS The basic block or
MSPrScost is simulated or emulated using given input data and
a cycle true processor model [4, 12] which can exactly model
hardware timing or power consumption.

4.1 Open Interface

In order to apply these techniques, it is necessary to instrument
the program to measure the path cost of the MSPrS. Trigger
points including conservative transition costs are inserted that
the simulators recognize during measurement. No optimiza-
tion across a trigger point is allowed, pipelines and registers
are flushed and the caches are flushed for local simulation.
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The open interface allows a very flexible integrating of off-
the-shelf simulators or emulators. The program can either be
instrumented to reach as many PrS as possible or all PrS can
be extracted and loaded to their base address to be executed
separately. Before the PrS code can be executed, the used vari-
ables must be initialized to avoid for example divide-by-zero
effects. A standard data flow analysis [1] provides the vari-
ables to be declared and initialized including process modes
for CDP. Where values at PrS starts are not available, because
the segment is not reached in simulation of the instrumented
code or delivered by data flow analysis, ICA must be used. As
an alternative, a set of data for the paths and basic blocks can
be assumed where not available and use PSS. The cost for the
data dependent instructions are compared with the cost inter-
vals in the instruction tables. Differences between the values
for the actual data and the widest interval are added afterwards.

4.2 Communicated Data

For global system analysis [29], execution timing and power
consumption are not the only execution costs. The amount of
data sent or received by a process is essential for process mod-
eling. It also influences execution timing and power consump-
tion of system components like buffers, busses or memories.

We can use an ICA approach to determine the data sent or
received on a PrS. The global interval for the process is deter-
mined with the ILP approach explained in section 3.3.

4.3 Example: Cost Simulation for StrongARM

A StrongARM simulator core is combined with the DINERO
cache simulator [14] delivering both instruction and data cache
behavior implementing a PSS. Both source codes have been re-
compiled to one simulator shown in figure 12 to achieve better
performance [24]. Architecture modeling regarding timingis
derived from [7] while the energy dissipation model is taken
from [19] and [23]. The results for a PrS regarding timing and
power are intervals because data dependent instruction execu-
tion can be present and cache simulation starts from both first
hit or miss scenarios for the interval.

An ICA approach for StrongARM is also available if prob-
lems with input data for the PrS occur. The complete tool suite
including PSS can be used for simulation based timing estima-
tion with test pattern given by the designer as in [28].

4.4 Example: Prototyping for SPARClite

Processor simulators for the determination of the PrS execu-
tion cost are often slow, inaccurate or even not available. So
the possibility of using commercial evaluation kits and a logic
state analyzer was investigated. Details described in [26]are
beyond the scope of the presented approach while the results
for PrS can be used because of the open interface. Timing and
power consumption of a PrS have been measured on a SPAR-
Clite evaluation kit by inserting trigger points. A triggerpoint

Figure 12: StrongARM and cache simulation of the PrS

is implemented by a store of the source code line number infor-
mation to a defined trigger address in a non cached part of the
memory space. Any commercial evaluation kit can be used for
this purpose. Automatic download and measurement abstracts
the evaluation kit to the same level as a software simulator for
the execution cost measurement of the PrS.

4.5 Interval Accuracy

The execution cost interval can be more precise than in previ-
ous approaches even with a wider estimated PrS cost. For PrS,
worst cases only have to be assumed at the beginning and the
end of the path which is much more accurate than adding indi-
vidual worst case cost of all basic blocks along the path as in
[16]. The exact execution count of a basic block removes the
inaccuracy from the execution count intervals while the fixed
MSPrScost removes the inaccuracy through interval assump-
tions regarding pipeline and registers for the basic blocksin
the sum-of-program-segments model. When using emulation
boards, additional improvements through the exact architec-
ture modeling are possible. These improvements do not tighten
the interval by means of a more exact path analysis, it is the
cost of the basic blocks or MSPrS that is more accurate.

5 Experiments

The presented methodologies have been implemented in a tool
suite, SYMTA, that has been applied to a variety of bench-
marks. For the first tests, benchmarks from [27] and [16] have
been taken to show improvements in accuracy that are achieved
by the path clustering approach. The results show the gain in
accuracy introduced by SFP and CDP analysis.

5.1 Improvements to Previous Work

The approaches presented by Li and Malik in [16], the ap-
proach by Ye in [27] and the current approach including local
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Benchmark ∑ PrS nodes SFP CDP MFP Malik [16] ILP on BB Ye [27] ILP on SFP This approach Sim bounds [bc,wc]

circle µs 80 78 0 2 [113.5,174.4] [141.6,144.2] [141.6,144.2] [142.8,142.9]
bubble sort constµs 14 8 4 2 [54.27,1686] [60.19,1204] [60.70,110.8] [67.70,100.1]
bubble sort Modeµs 14 8 4 2 [54.27,1686] [60.19,1204] [67.70,100.1] [67.70,100.1]
check data constµs 18 0 14 2 [6.40,25.80] [6.40,25.80] [10.01,19.36] [13.79,18.82]
check data Modeµs 18 0 14 2 [6.40,25.80] [6.40,25.80] [13.79,18.82] [13.79,18.82]
key const ms 100 98 0 2 [4.977,59.54] [5.587,5.649] [5.587,5.649] [5.634,5.635]
key Mode ms 100 0 98 2 [4.977,59.54] [4.977,59.54] [5.587,5.649] [5.634,5.635]

Table 1: Overall timing intervals[ci;min;ci;max℄ for StrongARM simulation of PrS of different benchmarks from [16]

cache simulation are compared in table 1. The circle bench-
mark is a circle drawing routine from Gupta [9], the bubble
sort is an example by Ye with 15 elements taken from [2].
Check data from Park [20] checks if an array element is nega-
tive while the ”key” is a part of a chroma key video application
from [11]. The name of the benchmark is shown in the first col-
umn followed by the total number of PrS nodes in the syntax
graph and their classification to SFP, CDP or MFP. The tim-
ing intervals according to Li and Malik, Ye and this approach
are given in the next columns followed by simulated bounds
for given worst case and best case input data which reflects the
exact bounds for the small examples as a reference.

For all approaches, only loop bounds were given. Further
functional constraints could not be annotated as the control
flow of the benchmarks is not obvious to the designer. When
loop bound values are part of the code, then they are found by
SFP analysis in the first case ”const” while they are only found
by CDP analysis when loop bounding by the designer is done
at analysis time using execution modes ”Mode”. The same val-
ues are used for loop bounding in the approach from [16]. For
the simulation of the PrS, the StrongARM simulator including
cache simulation with 80 MHz core frequency, 40 MHz bus
frequency and 25 ns memory cycle time is used.

The new approach improves estimation accuracy compared
to the two others while staying conservative with respect tothe
exact results. It includes the CDP nodes coming from previ-
ous MFP classification into the SFP leading to long MSPrS
which improve estimation accuracy. For the circle benchmark,
the SFP identification can already find tight bounds because no
modes or contexts are possible, the complete benchmark is one
MSPrS. Two MFP-PrS are always present for the first and the
last node on top level. For the bubble sort, input data has been
given for one mode, leading to wide intervals without context
dependent analysis because transition costs within the nested
loops of the bubble sort have to be assumed. For the given
data set, bounds are tight. For the data check, input data has
been annotated for one context. As no nested loops are present,
overestimation without modes is not very high. The chroma
key algorithm is again clustered to one SFP if loop bounds are
part of the code or to one CDP if they have to be given by a
mode with the according overestimations. For all benchmarks,
it is obvious that the exploitation of sequences is very impor-
tant for RISC target processors with overlapping basic block
execution which leads to the high overestimation when only
basic block costs are added like Li and Malik do in [16].

5.2 Case Study: OAM Component

The source code [5] of the top level of an ATM F4 imple-
mentation explained in section 3 has been investigated with
the proposed methodology. Only experiments for the OAM
mode were done, the USER mode was not investigated. The
approaches are evaluated by their upper bound of the execu-
tion timing or energy consumption for the given architectures
as only worst case assumptions were used for PrScost determi-
nation by program segment execution. In a first step, resultsare
determined with the methodology in [16], in a second step with
[27] and in the third step with the context sensitive methodol-
ogy where the OAM mode defines the VCI. This can be seen
in the lines of table 2. In the last line, the simulated resultfor
given worst case data as a reference is shown. This is the exact
upper bound.

The three columns after the approaches give the number of
identified SFP, CDP and MFP nodes within the total number
of nodes of the syntax graph in the switch component iden-
tified by each approach. All three experiments use the open
interface for different target architectures. For SPARC, exact
transition cost can be modeled between the basic blocks but the
open interface is used for StrongARM simulation, SPARClite
software emulation and measurement and also for SPARC. For
SPARC, a simulator for an LSI Logic 64831 SPARC was used
while a Cygnus simulator was used for the StrongARM SA-
110. For the SPARClite experiment, a Fujitsu MB86832 eval-
uation kit was used. For all processors, core speeds of 80 MHz,
bus speeds of 40 MHz and memory cycle times of 25 ns were
assumed to get comparable results. PrS energy consumption
of the processor core is estimated from the average power con-
sumption of the processor core multiplied with its execution
time. Results are shown in the last five columns.

Group SFP CDP MFP SPARC StrARM StrARM Sparclite Sparclite
Malik 0 0 33 1316 ns 11986 ns 1282 nWs 18425 ns 26516 nWs
Ye/Er 3 0 30 1303 ns 11836 ns 1261 nWs 18125 ns 26100 nWs
This A 3 2 28 1164 ns 9505 ns 911 nWs 14870 ns 17844 nWs

Exact - - - 1128 ns 9471 ns 903 nWs 13650 ns 16380 nWs

Table 2: Overall upper bound cost for the OAM mode of the
ATM switch component on different target processors

Clustering by Ye delivers tighter bounds than Li and Malik
do even with just 3 SFP nodes of 33 total HCFG nodes. Even
for two CDP nodes, the new approach delivers even tighter
upper bounds. This shows that clustering is very important
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for large path overheads especially when using an emulation
platform or a RISC processor. Details about the experiment
can be found in [24], [28] and [5].

5.3 Case Study: Filter on Packet Data

The software execution cost interval determination has been
applied to a single process that reads a packet and loads a pic-
ture. A pseudo code description is given in figure 13.

89: header = receive(INPUT, HEADER_SIZE);
for all pixels /* Size mode */

picture[y][x] = receive(INPUT, 1);
122: if(address == MY_ADDRESS) { /* Ann. address */
124: for all pixels {

for a 3*3 pixel window {
143: if(without_center) /* Ann. center */

average = sum/8;
else average = sum/9;

151: if(abs(picture[y][x]-average)>threshold)
send(OUTPUT, average, 1);

else send(OUTPUT, picture[y][x], 1);
} } }

Figure 13: Pseudo code of the packet receiver

If the picture is addressed to the system component, it per-
forms an ”unlikely dot” filter on the picture data and sends itto
another buffer. Loop bounds for the case that no picture sizeis
selected have been annotated. Possible modes are the process-
ing of a ”large” or a ”small” picture and an address match.

In table 3, execution cost intervals without mode or address
annotation are given. The first column shows the beginning
of the PrS identified by its first line number in the code, the
second column shows its classification. The next four columns
give the PrS cost with respect to latency, energy consumption
and communicated data for StrongARM using the same pa-
rameters as in the OAM component case study. The last line
shows the overall process execution cost intervals.

Line+ PrS type Latency ms Energy mWs Sent bytes Received bytes

89 SFP [4.92,38.0] [2.0,8.5] [0,0] [6197,25045]
122 MFP [413ns,2475ns] [50nWs,178nWs] [0,0] [0,0]
124 CDP [39.5,329] [17.5,72.6] [0,0] [0,0]
143 MFP [1.54,131] [0.65,14.7] [0,0] [0,0]
151 MFP [16.7,182] [2.85,20.4] [0,24393] [0,0]

∑cost - [4.955,680.847] [2.099,116.211] [0,24393] [6197,25045]

Table 3: Execution cost intervals[ci;min;ci;max℄ for StrongARM
without mode or annotation

Due to the loop bounds given above, the minimum and max-
imum number of pixels are known leading to a CDP in line
124. Intervals can be very wide because worst cases assume a
cache flush for the beginning of the segment while best cases
assume hits. SFP segments may be parts of CDP segments, so
they may not be visible in the results. Sent numbers of data
bytes do not equal the received numbers of data bytes because
headers have to be received and the outer pixels are not sent to
the output buffer.

In table 4, the address has been annotated to a match which
leads to a CDP instead of an MFP in line 122 which is clustered

with the CDP in line 124. The calculation of the luminance
including the center pixel has been annotated as well affect-
ing line 143 which is not clustered with other segments. The
process mode has been refined as ”large” selecting the picture
size. This leads to tighter intervals because the executionpath
through the filter is known as well as the loop bounds for the
picture leading to CDP-PrS. The only MFP is caused by the
control structure depending on picture data. The communi-
cated data is known due to the fixed picture size for the mode.

Line+ PrS Type Latency ms Energy mWs Sent bytes Received bytes

89 SFP [19.2,38.0] [8.4,8.5] [0,0] [25045,25045]
122 CDP [164,329] [72.6,72.6] [0,0] [0,0]
143 CDP [15.7,22.6] [4.4,5.00] [0,0] [0,0]
151 MFP [64.9,182] [11.8,20.3] [24393,24393] [0,0]

∑cost - [264.60,572.01] [97.31,106.51] [24393,24393] [25045,25045]

Table 4: Execution cost intervals[ci;min;ci;max℄ for Strong-
ARM: Large mode, MYADDRESS

In table 5, different scenarios for process modes have been
explored. The first column shows the given modes or contexts
the process is executed in. The next four columns show the
process execution cost intervals with respect to latency, energy
consumption and communicated data. In the first three lines,
picture sizes have been annotated, while the address and thelu-
minance calculation have been annotated in the last three lines
leading to tighter bounds in the overall intervals. Table 3 can
be found in line 3 while table 4 can be found in line 5.

Modes/Context Latency ms Energy mWs Sent bytes Received bytes

Small Picture [4.955,66.71] [2.099,24.61] [0,5865] [6197,6197]
Large Picture [19.24,680.8] [8.474,116.2] [0,24393] [25045,25045]
No Size [4.955,680.8] [2.099,116.2] [0,24393] [6197,25045]

Small+Address [38.49,63.62] [21.03,23.61] [5865,5865] [6197,6197]
Large+Address [264.6,572.0] [97.3,106.5] [24393,24393] [25045,25045]
No Size+Address [38.49,572.0] [21.03,106.5] [5865,24393] [6197,25045]

Table 5: Execution cost intervals[ci;min;ci;max℄ for StrongARM
with different annotation scenarios

Given process modes or contexts lead to tight execution cost
intervals for one given mode and context each. Without using
automatic path identification like in [16], intervals are far wider
due to the basic block overheads in the nested loops while the
ILP problem gets complex. The worst cases were only calcu-
lated for the latency times annotating loop bounds for a small
picture leading to 887 ms compared to 66.7 ms with the new
approach and annotating loop bounds for a large picture lead-
ing to 6368 ms compared to 680.8 ms. This is not included in
the tables.

Energy dissipation intervals seem tighter than timing inter-
vals which comes from the fact that latency is often caused
a waiting processor core which reduces the power consump-
tion of the core. Cache misses may cause the core to run at
bus speed. It can be noticed that modes deliver tighter spe-
cific intervals because of a more accurate path analysis. Even
for worst case modes, intervals get tighter because the control
flow can be predicted for the corresponding control structures.
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6 Conclusion

An approach for the determination of software execution cost
intervals based on program path analysis and classificationof
input data has been introduced. Cost intervals for single pro-
cesses have been determined using the example of a Strong-
ARM processor simulator and a commercial SPARClite eval-
uation kit. The approach has been applied to several bench-
marks delivering intervals for latency time, power consump-
tion and data rates. The tool flow has been automated in a way
that the designer is not burdened with unnecessary details after
the annotation of process modes.

The combination of static analysis and simulation based
on the identification of single feasible paths through program
properties and the identification of context dependent paths
through process modes leads to significantly tighter execution
cost intervals than in previous analysis approaches while stay-
ing conservative. The results are applied in global system anal-
ysis, such as in the SPI system [29, 15]. The new approach can
be used with various target architecture simulators or emula-
tors provided by processor vendors as shown in the paper.
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